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Abstract. Emerging mobile applications rely their delivery on the serviceability of the
underlying wireless networks. However, this serviceability, expressed in terms of quality of
service (QoS) provided by a network available to a service user at a given geographical
location and time, is a priori unknown. In turn, it influences the application-level QoS
provided to a mobile service user. As a solution we research the QoS-predictions service,
providing predictions for QoS of networks available at a given user’s geographical location
and time. In a case study we prove the feasibility of deriving predictions from historical data
collected by a mobile service user. This mobile user is a patient, using his health
telemonitoring service in his daily environments for a period of one month. We consider the
QoS-predictions service as a novel support for mobile services operational in 4G
heterogeneous network environments..

1 Introduction
The emergence of new wireless broadband networks and diverse miniaturized
and personalized networked multimedia devices has given a rise to a variety of new
interactive mobile applications and services [25]. These new services allow the
mobile users to not only access information anywhere-anytime-anyhow, but also
are able to adapt their functionality based on different context information. This
information can range from user-related context, like the user profile, role and
activity and his geographical location and time, to device-related context, like
available network interfaces or screen size and resolution, and up to the networkrelated context, like network signal strength and its current load. By having access
to rich context information, these mobile applications are able to adapt themselves
and increase the quality of the user‘s experience (defined as QoE by [33]. Although
user and device related context information is to a great extend available to the
applications, network related context information, i.e., its quality of service (QoS
by [30, 35]) provisions, is only roughly and approximately available [12].
Current trends are that mobile applications become highly interactive, and their
user become highly mobile, using different underlying networks as available in his
environment [48]. Hence, the success of application delivery depends upon QoS
provided by these underlying networks, which tend to be highly heterogeneous
[12]. In this situation, we consider that one of the most critical elements
contributing to an improvement of the functionality of mobile applications and
services is precise information about the QoS provided by these underlying
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networks. This information can be used for the application’s QoS management and
assurance of user satisfaction.
Today’s wireless network operators provide coarse-grained, marketing-based,
static QoS information about their networks (e.g. network nominal capacity),
refusing to give to mobile users any detailed information, mainly due to marketing
reasons [22]. As a result, mobile applications base their QoS management and
adaptation on best-case scenarios for networks’ QoS, as derived from the
network’s nominal capacity. Moreover, some mobile applications are using the
signal strength to estimate the networks QoS; still this does not provide any
information on, e.g. actual network congestion. Taking into consideration that the
mobile users are by definition moving in space and time, the task of managing of
QoS by figuring out and trying to anticipate the QoS of the underlying wireless
network on a continuous basis becomes impossible, leading to worst case scenario
assumptions and lowering the QoE of the user provided applications and services.
On the other hand, mobile users are no longer passive information and content
consumers but are now able (and willing) to create themselves new geo-referenced
information and content and make it available to other mobile users. Many mobile
collaborative applications (i.e. so-called mobile web 2.0 applications [38, 47] are
available on the market today allowing mobile users to exchange geo-information
like points of interest, virtual geo-tags or geographical locations of traffic radars
and so on [69]. Based on the need of the emerging applications to have access to a
high quality fine-grained QoS information, and on the ability of the users to create
and share geo-referenced information, we conclude that nowadays it is possible for
mobile users to create and share any QoS information in a fully collaborative way,
and particularly information regarding fine-grained QoS provided by wireless
networks at given geographical locations and times, as observed when using
particular application. This information can be further used for predicting the QoS,
which in turn could be used by demanding mobile applications to choose most
suitable network and adapt themselves to provide services to the users on a higher
QoE level. As for precise geographical location-determination techniques, many of
them are currently available, and even more are emerging [27].
Towards this direction, we research on a platform for a QoS-predictions service,
which, based on Mobile Web 2.0 paradigm, supports collection of reliable, userand application-transparent information about networks’ provided QoS, and based
on this information, the service provides QoS-predictions back to mobile users.
Particularly, this information is collected from devices of mobile users and it is
stored in the form of a geo-spatial information grid; for different geographical
locations, times and for different networks. Based on these collected historical data
and with the use of machine learning algorithms, we are able to predict the
anticipated QoS at a certain geographical location and time, for a given network.
In this chapter we present a case study of QoS-predictions feasibility assessment
as derived from historical data collected from a MobiHealth [63] system service
user, i.e., a patient, using his health telemonitoring service in his daily
environments, along one month. We consider the QoS-predictions service as a
novel support for mobile service users in wireless heterogeneous networks and in
particular in 4G environments.
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2 Related Work Areas
2.1 Quality of Service Management
Internet was since its beginning, providing a ‘best-effort’ QoS level. In the late
90’s, first solutions for QoS provisions of Internet-based service providers have
been proposed, particularly for providers of real-time multimedia services [28, 56].
From the technical perspective, these solutions were based on use of rigorous and
complex QoS management frameworks, including functions like QoS negotiation
and resource reservation [3, 72]. In this situation, many service providers ignored
the proposed solutions and learned to manage ‘best-effort’ QoS level provided by
Internet to assure meeting the QoS requirements (and the expected QoE) of their
service users. They particularly relied on estimations of QoS provided by the
Internet. This approach was feasible due to at least two factors: firstly, QoS
provided by Internet exhibits regularities and long-term estimations for e.g. months
can be derived relatively accurately [13]. Secondly, if necessary, service providers
could easily acquire information on provided QoS via dedicated QoS
measurements and all that without any degradation in the quality of the provided
services [40].
With the dawn of the mobile era, history is repeating itself. Provisions of QoS
by mobile service providers have been identified as critical to the business viability
of mobile service providers already in the late 90’s [12], when only basic voice and
data services existed. The most critical factor in QoS provision is related to the
user’s mobility: a mobile user relies on the availability of different wireless
network providers and wireless technologies at different geographical locations and
times along his trajectory [16]. To deal with this, providers of mobile services are
(again) advised to employ complex QoS management frameworks or other
solutions. For example [24, 57] propose to employ in mobile service delivery
predictions of user mobility path acquired from a wireless network provider, or to
employ a QoS broker for the reservation of network resources on behalf of mobile
users [45]. Simultaneously, mobile network operators (MNOs) propose new
concepts like Universal Mobile Access, Generic Access Network or IPMultimedia-System [14], aiming at technical as well as business solutions for
mobile service providers. Such solutions contradict the ‘mobile’ nature of services,
because they limit mobile service providers’ customer base and service-usage area
to the MNOs customer base and its coverage area.
The mobile service providers not following the network provider-centric
business models emerge on a growing scale [61]. Naming few, Skype is a VoIP
provider [49], MobiHealth.com is a mobile healthcare service provider [43], while
Digital Chocolate is a mobile gaming service provider [18]. They all struggle to
assure meeting their mobile users’ QoS requirements over unpredictable ‘besteffort’ QoS provided by wireless technologies [10]. Dedicated QoS measurements
are not feasible due to the dynamic nature of QoS provided by wireless network
technologies [20] and the limited resources (e.g. battery) of mobile devices.
At the same time, new wireless network providers appear and new long-range
wireless technologies (e.g. HSPA) are deployed by the existing providers. These
are steps towards the vision of 4G, where wireless communication infrastructures
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are going to be plentifully available for mobile service users [15, 16, 48, 60]. In 4G
environment a mobile service user can access any network anytime-anywhere. Yet,
any new network provider or wireless technology when launched provides only a
‘best-effort’ QoS level [22] and uses ‘drive-tests’ as performance tests. Therefore,
despite the 4G vision, still the question remains: how a mobile service user chooses
a network best matching his user’s QoS requirements and QoE-expectations at a
given geographical location and time. Our solution aims at prediction the QoS
provided by networks to a mobile service user. To the best of our knowledge, the
kind of solution we propose has not yet been proposed in the literature. To justify
this, in the following section we present state of the art approaches for QoSpredictions.
2.2 Quality of Service Predictions
There exists limited research on predictions of QoS, usually done for a given
mobile service being used in a fixed lab environment in a limited interval. It is
important to notice that much of research, in which authors claim they aim to
provide predictions, we categorize as research on inference. After machine learning
literature [1] we define inference as prediction provided only for a given moment
of time (i.e. now), and not for the future.
For example [6] aim to infer when a significant deviation of RTT between client
and web-server will occur. They use Hidden Markov Models (HMM), using
predictors that have exponential or polynomial decay of history. They prove that
for some servers, the recent history (i.e. 2 minutes) is enough to predict such RTT
degradation. [21] Proposes to select web-services based on artificial neural
networks (ANN), which, based on service availability, reliability, data rate and a
time of a service request (i.e., a time of the day), would predict its availability and
delay (if the service is available). Similarly, [73] aim to predict web-services delay,
based on a time of a service request, data rate and a state of service (e.g. number of
other users). They predict this delay based on recent history (i.e. hours) modeled
via a semi-Markov model. Their experimentation shows that predictions can be
done with up to 90% of accuracy. [54, 55], using only the recent history (i.e.
minutes) model delay, loss function for Internet paths using the Hidden Markov
Model. Moreover, [29] model UDP application-traffic (that can represent e.g. a
video stream) using Input-Output HMM – nodes. They particularly model delay or
loss QoS measures. In their model they assume a Gamma distribution for delay;
however they admit that this assumption has not been proven for data exchange
with use of wireless access networks.
[2] aim to infer a) data rate available for user; and b) utilization of a channel, for
the purpose of dynamic reconfiguration of real-time systems. As an input they
assume a reconfiguration specification and data rate specification for a given
service. They do not use any historical data. The simulations of scenarios show
possible advantage of their approach. [44] research towards dynamic use of
frequency spectrum; they aim to learn which frequencies are free and possible to be
used without interference to others. So far, they have conducted only limited
simulations, without real-user scenarios.
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[26], based on simple statistical methods (means and standard deviation) aim to
predict FTP downloads for mobile users. Namely they aim to predict RTT, data
loss and data rates in different geographical locations, times and using different
access networks. The prediction accuracy was low due to a major flaw in the
experiments; it could not be distinguished when and where the mobile device was
using which technology: in particular UMTS or GPRS. Similarly, in [41], the
authors aim to predict the (TCP-level) data rates for arbitrary file sizes exchanged
between two nodes on the Internet. They aim to predict this data rate from the
measured delay and loss. They use Support Vector Machines (SVM) techniques.
[59], based on measured data rate, aim to predict HSPA-based access network’s
channel utility and accuracy and dependability using NN.

3 Feasibility Assessment: Preparation
3.1 Motivation, Context and Approach
The goal of our explorative case study is to asses a feasibility of deriving QoSpredictions for an operational mobile service being used by its representative user
in his daily environments. As a mobile service, we have chosen the MobiHealth
health telemonitoring service that enables ambulatory patient’s vital signs
monitoring [63]. In the study we focus on a typical MobiHealth service user.
Namely, this service is used by a Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)
patient living in Geneva city (Switzerland). The mobile patient follows his daily
routine of work and home activities, while having his health state being
continuously monitored. His service is operational in mobile environments with
802.11-WLAN and 2.5G-GPRS wireless network providers available throughout
the city.
The approach towards the QoS-predictions feasibility study is as follows.
Having the MobiHealth system at hand, we focus on collection of QoS data by
means of system measurements, rather than by means simulation or modeling.
Particularly, we focus on (end-to-end) delay as a QoS measure of importance for
the operational MobiHealth services. Hence, after instrumentation of the
MobiHealth system for delay measurements, we collect delay measurement data
for a patient continuously using two systems (thus emulating two different users
being in same geographical location and time) along one-month interval. As there
are two systems, two different wireless networks could be used at a geographical
location. Moreover, having two systems, we attempt to test the hypothesis if based
on data collected by one of them; we can obtain accurate predictions for the other
one.
Based on the collected data, we analyze feasibility of delay predictions for a set
of prediction algorithms. Namely we use 48 different data mining methods
(assuming different set of parameters). Particularly, we assess the predictions
feasibility in terms of prediction accuracy, its learning and prediction times and
model’s complexity. Based on these results, we derive conclusions upon delaypredictions feasibility for an operational health telemonitoring service.
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3.2 Background Information and Methodology for Predictions Study
Classification and prediction are two forms of data analysis that can be used to
extract models describing important data classes or to predict future data trends [1,
23]. Effective and scalable methods have been developed for decision trees
induction, Naive Bayesian classification, Bayesian belief network, rule-based
classifier, back-propagation, Support Vector Machine (SVM), associative
classification, nearest neighbor classifiers, and case-based reasoning, and other
classification methods such as genetic algorithms, rough set and fuzzy set
approaches [1]. Statistical significance tests are necessary for model selection.
Issues such as model accuracy, training time, robustness, interpretability, and
scalability must be considered in a model selection and these can involve tradeoffs, which needs to be considered given a classification task at hand [71].
Classification predicts categorical class labels (discrete or nominal). It classifies
data (constructs a model) based on the training set and the values (class labels) in a
classifying attribute and use it in classifying new data. Prediction models
continuous-valued functions, i.e., predicts model construction describing a set of
predetermined classes. For prediction, each tuple/sample is assumed to belong to a
predefined class, as determined by the class label attribute. The set of tuples used
for model construction is training set. The model is represented as classification
rules, decision trees, or mathematical formulae. Model is used for classifying
future or unknown objects. To estimate accuracy of the model we compare the
known label of test sample with the classified result from the model. The accuracy
rate is the percentage of test set samples that are correctly classified by the model.
Test set needs to be independent of training set, otherwise over-fitting will occur. If
the accuracy of the model is acceptable, we can use the model to classify data
tuples whose class labels are not known.
Classification is a supervised learning. Supervision is based on the fact that the
training data (observations, measurements, etc.) are accompanied by labels
indicating the class of the observations. The new data is classified based on the
training set. In contrary, clustering is an unsupervised learning. The class labels of
training data are unknown. Given a set of measurements, observations, etc. the aim
is to establish the existence of classes or clusters in the data.
The QoS predictions problem addressed in this chapter is based on classification
of delay (i.e. a QoS measure) observed in health telemonitoring service provided
by the MobiHealth system. The classification of delay is done along one of nine
schemas defined along the delay requirements posed on the MobiHealth system by
its end user i.e. healthcare practitioner.
3.3 System Overview
The MobiHealth system is a distributed system for telemonitoring of a patient’s
health condition [43, 63]. A patient is wearing a Body Area Network (BAN) [9, 62]
consisting of a sensor-set and a Mobile Base Unit (MBU, i.e., central controlling
unit of a BAN worn by a patient). The sensor-set usually consists of specialized
sensors monitoring the patient’s vital signs, a geographical location sensor (e.g. a
GPS receiver [27]) for his location determination and an event-notification sensor.
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The sensor-set is specific for a patient’s health condition, e.g. Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD, Figure 1), cardiac condition, epilepsy or chronic pain.

Fig.1. MobiHealth system overview: COPD care example
The MBU is the central unit of a BAN, usually in the form of a mobile phone or
PDA. The MBU has three functionalities: collecting sensor-set data, processing it
(e.g. filtering, shaping, correlating) and sending (processed) data to a remote
application server - backend-system (BEsys, i.e., security, control, management,
and data storage sub-system) located in a healthcare centre. It is specific for the
MobiHealth system is that all these tasks are performed in real time. Once the
sensor-set data has been send to the BEsys, it is made available (in a near realtime) to other applications, e.g. for storage, display for a medical decision support
systems.
A patient’s health hazardous event can be defined differently for each patient,
based on his health condition. The event notification can be determined by a)
patient’s activating the event-notification sensor or b) based on the patient’s vital
signs analysis done i) at the patient’s BAN or ii) at the BEsys.
3.4 Compliance with JINI Surrogate Architecture
A MobiHealth health telemonitoring service is implemented in Java and conforms
to the JINI Surrogate Architecture specifications as presented in [19, 64].
Patient’s mobile device, i.e. MBU is a service provider. It continuously
transmits BAN data from the MBU to the BEsys in a healthcare centre. According
to the JINI Surrogate Architecture, a service provided by a device with limited
resources (e.g. like MBU), called Device Service (DS), is represented on the
Internet by its Surrogate Object (SO) deployed on a Surrogate Host (SH). The cocalled JINI network consists of a SH (hosting SOs), service registry via which
service users can find the required services, and service users themselves.
Therefore the SO acts as service provider on behalf of the DS and shields service
users (in the MobiHealth case: healthcare practitioners’ viewer application) from
the specific means to communicate with the device. At the health telemonitoring
application level, this yields that the DS, representing health telemonitoring service
provider is deployed at the MBU. Moreover, a healthcare practitioners’ viewer
application at a healthcare centre transparently retrieves BAN data from the SO at
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the BEsys (hosting a SH). It is important to notice that there can be multiple DSs
deployed on one mobile device and made available to service users.
The SO rely on the SH for a service life cycle management. Device specific
communication between the SH and the DS is implemented by the MobiHealth
Interconnect Protocol (MHIP). It is an application protocol and its previous version
has been presented in [64]. The protocol component at MBU is called MHIP-IO.
This component is responsible for a DS-SO communication, even in case if there is
a Network Address Translator (NAT) between the mobile device and the fixed
server (which is very often a case especially in GPRS wireless access networks).
Summarizing, the MobiHealth health telemonitoring service consists of two
components (Figure 2):
•
health telemonitoring Device Service on the mobile device
•
health telemonitoring Surrogate Object hosted by the Surrogate Host in the
fixed network, i.e., on the BEsys in a healthcare centre.

Fig.2. MobiHealth health telemonitoring service components
The surrogate architecture specification requires the MHIP to support at least
three mechanisms: device services discovery, surrogate object upload, and keepalive. The purpose of the discovery mechanism is to make a SH aware of the DS
existence and vice versa. Particularly, it is MHIP-IO component that discovers SH.
After the SH discovery, DS provides SH with the SO that will act in the JINI
network on the behalf of this device. After a SO has been instantiated and activated
by the SH, the device must maintain its availability to provide its DS.
Consequently, the MHIP must implement a Keep-Alive mechanism, which
implies that the DS needs to send at the fixed frequency so-called Keep-Alive
messages to inform the SH that the service is (still) available. As soon as the device
cannot confirm its availability, i.e. a Keep-Alive message is not received by SH
within and expected time interval, the SH can deactivate the corresponding SO.
The Keep-Alive message size is negligible comparing to the total volume of
application-data being sent [51, 66].
The MobiHealth system adapts its volume of data being sent by DS to its SO
based on the QoS provided by underlying end-to-end communication path.
Namely, there exists an application-level buffer at the MBU, via which data is
being sent by the MHIP-IO to the SO. The DS measures the state of the buffer.
When the QoS provided by the path, and especially its speed is not sufficient to
support volume of data being sent, the buffer fills. Based on the buffer fill level,
the DS adapts application flow by excluding some sensor-set data and hence
reducing volume of data being sent [8].
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3.5 End-to-end Communication Path
In our case study we focus on the MobiHealth service for telemonitoring of a
patient’s health condition. Particularly, the BAN uses the extra-BAN
communication network, like WLAN or 2.5/3/3.5G (i.e. GPRS/UMTS/HSxPA) for
exchange of the application and control data between the DS at the MBU and the
SO at the BEsys. Patient’s vital signs data, i.e. telemonitoring application-data is
sent continuously from the DS at the MBU to the SO at the BEsys (i.e. in an
‘uplink’ direction). The extra-BAN end-to-end data communication path is
heterogeneous as it consists of wireless (e.g. 2.5/3/3.5G) and wired network
technologies (Figure 3).

Fig.3. MobiHealth extra-BAN end-to-end communication path
The QoS provided by this path influences the QoS provided by the MobiHealth
application to the patient. Particularly, the QoS is influenced by the choice of the
Wireless Network Provider (WNP) and wireless access network technology used.
If the MBU would have a choice of WNP, it would choose one resulting in
providing best-of best-effort service to MobiHealth system, rather than an arbitrary
WNP.
3.6 Application-level QoS
End-users of health telemonitoring application are healthcare professionals and
their patients. However, only the healthcare professionals can define the
application QoS requirements posed on the application [7]. These requirements
encompass reliable, error-free data exchange between the MBU and BEsys without
losses and at a minimum delay. The use of TCP/IP protocol in combination with
MBU data storage ensures the application data recovery in case of data losses due
to poor networks performance. This paper focuses on a minimum data delay
requirement posed on the MobiHealth system; we focus on the extra-BAN
communication network delay, having a major contribution to the application-data
delay [68]. The MobiHealth system performance is managed based on the KeepAlive message Round Trip Time (KA-RTT). It is the time it takes for a Keep-Alive
control message originated at the DS at the MBU [50, 59], to be received by the
SO at the BEsys and returned (without processing) to the DS at the MBU.
The KA-RTT reflects the delay induced by the underlying networks and the
processing delays in the protocol stacks at the MBU and the BEsys. The (wireless)
access network uplink (i.e. MBU to the BEsys) and downlink (i.e. BEsys to the
MBU) contribute significantly to the KA-RTT [10, 68].
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3.7 MobiHealth System Measurements
In this paper we focus on health telemonitoring application provided by
MobiHealth system to COPD patients. We have collected KA-RTT measurement
data for one patient living in Geneva (Switzerland), using the application along one
month (17.11.07 - 15.12.07), while following his daily routines. He has spent
69.8% of time in two top geographical locations: home and office.
Application Flow
The BAN samples patient’s pulse rate, oxygen saturation, plethysmogram and
alarm button activity at a frequency of 128 Hz. A sample consists of 5 Bytes of
application-data. An application aggregates a unit of 1 s of data, i.e., 640 Bytes,
and compresses it (lossless) before sending it to BEsys. The reduction in size
relative to the uncompressed size is 80–85 %; it decreases as variability of the
values of the measured vital signs. The MHIP adds 10 Bytes of protocol overhead
per a compressed data unit. The overall data rate sent by the DS at the MBU to the
SO at the BEsys is around 1.5 kbps.
MBU and BEsys Platforms
As a MBU we have used Qtek 9090 with Intel® PXA263 400 MHz processor, 128
MB RAM, running Windows Mobile 2003 SE PocketPC OS. The device has been
dedicated for the executed measurements. The Qtek used GPRS (class 10) interface
for extra-BAN communication; Sunrise operator and WLAN by University of
Geneva provided GPRS network. The BEsys was a standard high performance
server dedicated to MobiHealth telemonitoring services. The server was placed at
University of Twente.
Measurements Instrumentation
The KA-RTT values (in milliseconds) were measured every 10 seconds
continuously during the telemonitoring application execution. Moreover, the
geographical location, time, network received signal strength indication, remaining
battery level and data-rate sent by the DS at the MBU to the SO at the BEsys (in
B/s) have been logged every second.
3.8 Predictions Tasks Definition
The goal of the research reported in this chapter is to assess the feasibility of
predicting the KA-RTT values based on classification models build from the
measurements data. We aimed to answer the following question: “Having collected
5 days of history of KA-RTT values as observed at different geographical
locations, times, with use of different wireless networks and technologies, can we
predict KA-RTT values for one of the next days?” For the purpose of this task we
have taken Monday-Friday 26-30 November 2007 data as training (i.e. learning)
dataset, and Monday 3 December 2007 data as testing (i.e. prediction) dataset.
Moreover, we have asked a question if data collected by one system (emulating
user 1 or 2 and denoted as U1 or U2) can be equally used for deriving predictions
for this system or for the other system (cases denoted U1-2 if data collected by
system 1 is used for predictions for system 2; U2-1 would be the other way
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around). Furthermore we asked a question if joined set of data collected by both
system 1 and 2 can be used for predictions provided to any of them (cases denoted
U1,1-1 if predictions are made for U1 and U1,2-2 if for U2).
From our preliminary research we concluded that predicting the KA-RTT
numerical value is practically impossible. Therefore, as the purpose of this study is
explorative, we transformed KA-RTT numeric values (in milliseconds) into
categorical values along nine different schemas (and not only along one schema, as
it is done in many other studies). A categorization schema was derived twofold.
Firstly it was imposed by us based on healthcare practitioner’s (i.e. MobiHealth
user’s) delay requirements posed for a vital sign data delivery. Secondly, it was
derived from by the KA-RTT numeric values distribution. Therefore we defined
nine different KA-RTT classification tasks. For those tasks the KA-RTT value was
classified in:
• Task 1: two intervals (‘1’, ‘0’): corresponding to KA-RTT values of [0, 750)
and [750, ∞); task 1 is denoted further as c1-750,
• Task 2: two intervals (‘1’, ‘0’): corresponding to KA-RTT values of [0, 1000)
and [1000, ∞); task 2 is denoted further as c1-1000,
• Task 3: two intervals (‘1’, ‘0’): corresponding to KA-RTT values of [0, 1500)
and [1500, ∞); task 3 is denoted further as c1-1500,
• Task 4: two intervals (‘1’, ‘0’): corresponding to KA-RTT values of [0, 2500)
and [2500, ∞); task 4 is denoted further as c1-2500,
• Task 5: two intervals (‘1’, ‘0’): corresponding to KA-RTT values of [0, 3000)
and [3000, ∞); task 5 is denoted further as c1-3000,
• Task 6: four intervals derived from KA-RTT distribution (‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’):
corresponding to KA-RTT values of [0, 1811), [1811, 2221), [2221, 2609), and
[2609, ∞); task 6 is denoted further as c2
• Task 7: five intervals (‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘5’): corresponding to KA-RTT values
of [0, 500), [500, 1000), [1000, 1500), [1500, 2000) and [2000, ∞); task 7 is
denoted further as c3-500,
• Task 8: five intervals (‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘5’): corresponding to KA-RTT values
of [0, 750), [750, 1500), [1500, 2250), [2250, 3000), [3000, ∞); task 8 is
denoted further as c3-750,
• Task 9: five intervals (‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘5’): corresponding to KA-RTT values
of [0, 1000), [1000, 2000), [2000, 3000), [3000, 4000), [4000,∞); task 9 is
denoted further as c3-1000.
Tasks 1-5 can be also called ‘binary’, as they aim to predict one of two possible
values of the KA-RTT class.
3.9 Collected Data Summary
In the collected data, we distinguish nine fixed user’s geographical locations and
six trajectories (traversed while patient was mobile). We distinguish Sunrise-GPRS
as wireless network provider - wireless technology 1 (provider-Tech1) combination
and University of Geneva - WLAN as wireless provider 2 - technology 2
combination (provider-Tech2). We have collected in total 2’509’250 KA-RTT
measurement seconds for two systems; 1’228’780 instances for U1 and 1’280’470
instances for U2.
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Data Representation
Measurement of each KA-RTT instance has been associated with measurement of
the MBU and BEsys platform parameters. These parameters we use now as
discriminators for KA-RTT classification. These parameters are also called
features [71] and KA-RTT itself is called a target feature.
Day of a week (DoW) represents a day of the week (1-7; 1 is Monday) and hour
(hr) represented as an hour of a day (0-23). DoW and hr are the two features
indicating time. We have collected data in time span of one month; if we would
collect data for consecutive months and years, the month and year would be
candidate features as well.
Geographical location (loc) represents the patient’s geographical location, where
1 is home, 2 - office, 3 - shopping centre, etc. Network operator (op) represents the
wireless network provider and wireless network technology used, where 1 is
wireless network provider-Tech 1 (Sunrise-GPRS) and 2 is wireless network
provider-Tech2 (UniGe-WLAN). Hr, DoW, loc and op are categorical data.
The network received signal strength indication (RSSI) at the MBU (sig) has been
quantized into four values from 1 (none or a weak signal) to 4 (a maximum signal).
Similarly, the MBU remaining battery level (bat) has value from 1 (none or a small
fraction of battery left) to 4 (maximum battery level). The variables sig and bat are
to be considered as ordinal data with a Likert scale, i.e. one cannot assume the
intervals between values are the same but just that the values are ordered [17]. It
results the inherent way these values are derived from the MBU OS; they are not
measured continuously, but in steps. Health telemonitoring data-rate (in
Bytes/second) sent by the MBU to the BEsys is denoted as MBU-Rout and is a
regular numerical value.
3.10

Training and Testing Accuracy

Accuracy of classification models build from the measurements data for a given
classification task is derived in two phases: learning, called training phase and
predictions called testing phase.
For a given model, its accuracy it is a percentage of correctly classified
instances in training or testing phase and therefore called respectively training
accuracy or testing accuracy. Accuracy has a value in range of 0…100%, where
0% means that none of instances were correctly classified, and 100% means all of
them were classified correctly.
In a training phase, prediction models are derived (i.e. learned) by given data
mining algorithm (with given parameters), based on the given training dataset. In a
testing phase the derived models are tested on the given testing dataset. Training
and testing datasets are non-overlapping subsets derived from the overall set of
measurements data available for our research.
As a training procedure we choose 10 folds cross-validation (CV) executed on a
training dataset [71]. In each CV we obtain 10 models for an algorithm. The CV is
repeated 10 times to obtain statistically sound training results, i.e. all 100
individual models are then used to estimate mean and variance of accuracy for the
given algorithm on the given training dataset.
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Testing procedure encompasses evaluation of the accuracy of the derived
models on the testing dataset. The testing dataset is sometimes also denoted as a
‘hold-out’ data set, as it is held-out from the overall set of measurements data
available for a given research. According to guidelines in data mining field, the
accuracy obtained by an algorithm in a testing phase aims to represent a future (i.e.,
any) predictions accuracy of this algorithm [42, 71].
Accuracy of each classification model build from the training dataset for given
classification task is to be compared with the task’s baseline accuracy. Given our
nine prediction tasks, where target feature is to be classified in one of two, four or
five distinct categories, baseline accuracy we define based on a mode class (i.e.
most probable class, which is more suitable than a mean class value) for this task
[71]. For a given task, firstly, the mode class is learned from the task’s training
dataset; then the task baseline accuracy is a probability of this mode class derived
from task’s training dataset.
A prediction algorithm, which uses the above logic and predicts the mode class
value, we call an ‘educated guess’ data mining method. It is implemented in
WEKA software package as ZeroR (ZR) rule [71].

4 Feasibility Assessment: Results
In our predictions case study, we analyzed performance of diverse machine
learning techniques including Bayesian networks, rules and trees. The results are
presented in six separate tables 1a-f, each table corresponds to a defined system
case (U1, U2, U1-U2, U2-U1, U1,2-U1 and U1,2-U2) and rows correspond to nine
classification tasks (c1-750, etc.). The table columns represent a) a user-case and
its classification task; b) task’s baseline accuracy in percentage; c) a result for a
training phase: the most accurate algorithm and its parameters and its accuracy in
percentage; d) a result for the testing phase: the most accurate algorithm and its
accuracy in percentage; and e) the testing accuracy of the most accurate algorithm
from a training phase (i.e. algorithm with parameters as given in the column c).
The names of the algorithms are abbreviated as follows: J48 for J48, PA for
PART, JR for JRip, NB for Naïve Bayes, RF for Random Forest and ZR for ZeroR
rule (i.e. performing along the task’s baseline accuracy). For some tasks, no values
exist in the tables (“-“). For these tasks, we assume that due to the distribution of
target feature in the training and testing datasets at the level of 99-100%, the
baseline accuracy is the only performance measure. For these tasks, there is no
advantage gained from data mining, which require training and testing phase hence
would mean wasting of the computational resources.
For all algorithms, the training and testing times were in the order of one second
or below.
Table 1 a-f. Predictions accuracy for the predictions experiment. Each row
represents results for one prediction task and it gives its baseline accuracy, with an
indication in brackets which is the majority class for a given task; the most
accurate algorithm with its parameter setting and its accuracy found a trainingvalidation phase; the most accurate algorithm and its accuracy found in testing
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phase; and the accuracy of the most accurate algorithm from a training-validation
phase, in its testing phase.
U1

Baseline

Acc

(%)

class. task
c1-750
c1-1000
c1-1500
c1-2500
c1-3000
c2
c3-500
c3-750
c3-1000

Training-Validation
alg. and param.
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15
JR -N10 O2P
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15 B

100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
69 (‘1’)
92 (‘1’)
22 (‘4’)
81 (‘5’)
46 (‘4’)
74 (‘3’)

Testing
Acc (%)
70
79
51
90
54
68

algorithm
JR
ZR
NB
JR
NB
JR

Acc (%)
69
92
37
81
50
74

Training-Validation
Testing
Acc (%)
57
88
33
81
46
72

in

Table 1 a. System 1 data only used for training-validation and testing
U2

Baseline

Acc

(%)

class. task
c1-750
c1-1000
c1-1500
c1-2500
c1-3000
c2
c3-500
c3-750
c3-1000

Training-Validation
alg. and param.
J48 -C 15 B
PA -C 25 B
PA -C 15
J48 -C 15 B
PA -C 35 B
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15 B

72 (‘0’)
49 (‘0’)
33 (‘0’)
86 (‘1’)
96 (‘1’)
69 (‘1’)
27 (‘5’)
40 (‘2’)
51 (‘1’)

Testing
Acc (%)
82
89
98
86
95
74
78
62
75

algorithm
JR
JR
NB
JR
JR
J48
JR
JR
JR

Acc (%)
73
82
98
87
96
80
74
56
75

Training-Validation
Testing
Acc (%)
70
82
97
86
96
79
73
53
73

in

Table 1 b. System 2 data only was used for training-validation and testing
User 1 2

Baseline

Acc

(%)

class. task
c1-750
c1-1000
c1-1500
c1-2500
c1-3000
c2
c3-500
c3-750
c3-1000

Training-Validation
alg. and param.
PA -C 35 B
JR -N2 O2
J48 -C 15 B
JR -N10 O2P
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15 B

100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
58 (‘1’)
89 (‘1’)
33 (‘4’)
86 (‘5’)
53 (‘4’)
76 (‘3’)

Testing
Acc (%)
76
79
52
90
53
68

algorithm
JR
JR
J48
NB
JR
J48

Acc (%)
59
89
36
80
53
76

Training-Validation
Testing
Acc (%)
45
75
36
86
41
75

in

Table 1 c. System 1 data used for training-validation and syst. 2 data for testing
User 2  1

Baseline

Acc

(%)

class. task
c1-750
c1-1000
c1-1500
c1-2500
c1-3000
c2
c3-500
c3-750
c3-1000

Training-Validation
alg. and param.
JR -N10 O5
PA -C 35 B
J48 -C 15 B
NB -D
J48 -C 15 B
J48 -C 15 B

100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
74 (‘1’)
94 (‘1’)
17 (‘4’)
76 (‘5’)
41 (‘4’)
71 (‘3’)

Testing
Acc (%)
76
91
53
85
64
72

algorithm
JR
ZR
J48
NB -D
J48
ZR

Acc (%)
75
94
41
76
53
71

Training-Validation
Testing
Acc (%)
73
89
41
76
53
70

in

Table 1 d. System 2 data used for training-validation and syst. 1 data for testing
User 1,2
User 1
class. task
c1-750
c1-1000
c1-1500
c1-2500
c1-3000
c2
c3-500
c3-750
c3-1000



Baseline
(%)
100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
100 (‘0’)
69 (‘1’)
92 (‘1’)
22 (‘4’)
81 (‘5’)
46 (‘4’)
74 (‘3’)

Acc

Training-Validation
alg. and param.
J48 -C 35
J48 -C 25 B
J48 -C 15 B
JR -N10 O2P
J48 -C 15
J48 -C 15 B

Testing
Acc (%)
74
86
51
87
58
70

algorithm
JR
ZR
NBS
PA
NB -D
ZR

Acc (%)
74
94
41
76
54
71

Training-validation
Testing
Acc (%)
64
90
36
76
51
69

Table 1 e. System 1 and 2 data used for training-validation and syst. 1 data for
testing

in
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User 1,2
User 2
Baseline Acc
class. Task (%)
c1-750

72 (‘0’)

c1-1000
c1-1500
c1-2500
c1-3000
c2
c3-500
c3-750
c3-1000

49 (‘0’)
33 (‘0’)
86 (‘1’)
96 (‘1’)
10 (‘4’)
27 (‘5’)
16 (‘4’)
23 (‘3’)

Training-Validation
alg.
param.
NB

and

NB
NB -D
J48 -C 35
J48 -C 25 B
J48 -C 15 B
JR -N10 O2P
J48 -C 15
J48 -C 15 B

Testing

Training-Validation in
Testing
Acc (%)

Acc (%)

algorithm

Acc (%)

100

NB

100

100

100
99
74
86
51
87
58
70

NB
NB
JR
NB
J48
NB -D
JR
JR

100
100
59
89
37
86
53
76

100
100
52
88
37
86
52
75

Table 1 f. System 1 and 2 data was used for training-validation and system 2
data for testing
Analyzing the results, we conclude that the advantage gained from data mining
leaves no room for doubt. All results throughout all the six cases show large
advantage of algorithms over the baseline accuracy (i.e. accuracy of models is
higher of up to 64% over the baseline accuracy). This is especially visible for tasks
when delay was classified in 2 categories (i.e., tasks c1), where predictions
accuracy reaches 80-100 %. For tasks when delay was classified in 4-5 categories
(i.e., tasks c2, c3), the predictions accuracy increased up to even 4 times over the
one of the baseline. This has been observed consistently for task c2.
The highest accuracy is mainly obtained by algorithms that test features
sequentially (trees and rules: J48, Part and JRip). When examining the models
produced by these algorithms, we observe that the geographical location, operator
and time are the most predictive features, followed by application data-rate and
device’s signal and battery. NB models were in many tasks least accurate. This
clear performance dichotomy between sequential (e.g. J48) and parallel (NB)
algorithms suggests a weak interaction among all the seven features used for delay
predictions.
However, in some tasks, NB models were most accurate. When examining the
models produced by NB algorithms, we observed that the accuracy of these models
was not related to strong interaction among all the seven features used for delay
predictions, but it was related to the highly unbalanced distribution of delay (i.e.
90% probability of mode class).
We also analyzed the accuracy of best algorithms in a training phase, i.e.,
algorithms with the highest accuracy in the training phase, against the accuracy of
best algorithms in the testing phase. Without looking at results after applying the
statistical significance tests, the difference between these accuracies ranges from 114% (c.f. column ‘training’ vs. ‘training in testing (Tr in Te)’). Based on this
observation alone we conclude that algorithms accuracy observed at training
resulted not from over-fitting to training dataset, but from an effective
generalization made by algorithms, which kept same level of accuracy on testing
datasets. Moreover, after applying the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple
comparisons and McNemar statistical significance tests, we saw that all differences
vanish among the best models in testing. That means that best training algorithms,
were also amongst the best testing algorithms, i.e. they could be used further for
deriving accurate predictions.
Overall, from prediction results we conclude that it is feasible to provide
accurate predictions for a user based on own or the other user (i.e. system) data. It
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is equally feasible to provide predictions for a user based on own and other user
data. In these cases (i.e., U1,2-U1 and U1,2-U2) however the improvement (or
loss) in accuracy is small (-5 to 7%) U1, and does not motivate the effort of
including other user’s training datasets. In other words, the data collected by U2
does not improve accuracy of predictions provided to user U1. For U2, this
improvement is highly variable (-42 to 30%), and again, does not motivate the
effort of including other user’s training datasets. It is not clear why using first and
second user datasets for the first user, provides more advantage than for the other
user. For this experiment, we conclude that data collected by one user does not
improve accuracy of predictions provided to other user.
Analyzing the overall results, we conclude that the advantage gained from data
mining leaves no room for doubt. We show however that accuracy of different
algorithms varied, depending on what has been predicted. Best prediction results
we obtained via tree-based data mining methods, which can learn tree-structured
dependencies (like a random tree or a rule). This we explain by the structure of
data, which has been organized in a hierarchical way along user geographical
location, network provider wireless technology and time variables. Similar
conclusion has been already reported by [46] for user’s geographical location and
time-based activity prediction tasks. Therefore it is not surprising that when
examining prediction models derived by trees and rules algorithms, we observe
that user geographical location, network provider wireless technology and time
(day of the week and hours) were most predictive variables. The mobile device
received signal strength indication and battery fill level were not predictive, but we
conclude it could be that because their distributions were very monotonic, i.e.,
strength indication as well as battery fill level were almost all the time having a
maximum value.

5 Future Research Directions
There are many possible scenarios, in which QoS-predictions service can evolve.
Perhaps the biggest remaining challenge is that of bringing more discriminatory
information to bear on the prediction tasks. Integrating more domain-specific
information concerning e.g. cell-ID for a GPRS network or précising geographical
location of the user further (i.e. to the meter of accuracy while using one of the
techniques as proposed by [27]), or the current state of mobile device (e.g.
memory, CPU usage) more accurately, is a feasible solution in the short term. We
may also consider including domain-independent features (e.g. statistical measures
like median) to the discriminatory power of the machine learning techniques. We
may ultimately have to mine the mobile computing literature to gather fresh
insights on the part of delay values, currently defying classification.
Another possible future work direction is a research on a scalable solution for
QoS-predictions service - limiting its scope of operation to a particular city, region
or country, limiting the scope of wireless network providers or technologies for
which predictions can be provided. Scoping can be dictated by the need of limiting
the QoS information to be processed for deriving the QoS-predictions, or the need
for higher accuracy of QoS-predictions provided for a restricted geographical
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location-area. Furthermore, the service can be limited in terms of network
providers and wireless technologies for which the QoS-predictions service acquires
QoS information.
A research direction for a long term includes a technical feasibility of the QoSpredictions service (i.e. delay-predictions service) to be evaluated in an operational
MobiHealth system. So far we have proposed architecture of such a solution,
which we name QoS information system (QoSIS [65]. From implementation point
of view we would like to research feasibility of deriving predictions on mobile
device itself, without passing through the QoS-predictions provider on the Internet.
We believe that it is duable given the current computing and storage capabilities of
mobile devices. However, the efficiency and effectiveness of this solution needs to
be compared to the one based on the QoS-predictions server on the Internet.
In our research we have already analyzed a business viability of an enterprise
that based on a collaborative-sharing of the QoS information collected by mobile
service users (Mobile Web 2.0 community), provides its QoS-predictions service
back to these users. We name this enterprise QoSIS.net and we present our
research outcomes in [67].
We also need research on the following issue. If all mobile users will get
prediction for an excellent QoS level provided by network X in geographical
location A and will switch to this network at the same time, most probably they
will experience low QoS (or even that they will be inhibited from using the
network by the network admission control system). QoS-predictions service
provider in form of a new historical data will then log this low QoS. Based on this
new historical data, future prediction for network X will not indicate its excellent
QoS level. We believe that in a long term, system will find equilibrium based on
what are the QoS required by the users and the QoS provided by networks.
However, we admit that the load balancing in the network and QoS-predictions
service usage is a future work area.
Future research directions aiming at QoS support for mobile users in 4G
environments would include research of solutions that build upon best-effort
networks to fulfill QoS requirements for any mobile application used by its user
anywhere-anytime. We envision that QoS-predictions service will be used by other
applications in e.g. entertainment (gaming), communication (voice) and
infotainment (TV, web browsing) domains. Many of these applications are
provided nowadays over fixed Internet infrastructures and soon they will be
available ‘on the move’. These applications provide strict QoS requirements.
Namely, for example games of type first person shooter (Quake, Doom, Half-life,
Counter Strike, American Army), where the fast step first person action counts, are
so far most popular multiplayer games and as it has been proven, they have strict
QoS requirements [39] like the RTT value of 100 ms [4], very low delay jitter and
no [52]. VoIP applications require RTT of 150 ms to maximum 400 ms, jitter of up
to 50 ms and loss of 3 % maximum [32, 33]. Internet Protocol Television (IPTV)
services require a constant network capacity of around 2 Mbps in order to deliver
its services to users at the satisfactory level [34]. Moreover, for web browsing [36],
proved that service delay quality ratings show a drop-off at around 8 to 10 seconds;
users required that the most important content on the web would be displayed to
them with delay of maximum 2 s. These (and many others) applications provide
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strict QoS requirements; hence they will need a support to fulfill these
requirements for a mobile user being anywhere-anytime. Using QoS-predictions
service would be an option.

6 Conclusive Remarks
The overall conclusive remarks drawn upon the results obtained in our study on
QoS-predictions feasibility assessments indicate that that previously believed fact
that is not feasible to predict QoS provided by a network provider in a ‘best-effort’
networking environment can be refuted. Namely, we show that it is feasible and
sometimes straightforward to predict accurately value of QoS performance
measure for given mobile service used at given geographical location-network
provider-technology-time. The prediction accuracy is driven by amount of
available historical data. On one hand, we claim that mobile services need no
longer be condemned to ‘best-effort’ service provided by the underlying
heterogeneous networking environment; a mobile service can use QoS-predictions
to proactively obtain ‘best of best-effort’ service for the end-to-end communication
path. On the other hand, we envision that in order to fulfil the dream of providing
mobile services meeting users’ QoS requirements and QoE-expectations in
plentiful 4G networking environments, mobile service providers need to take a
necessary risk and employ novel technological solutions for the QoS support in
their service delivery processes. QoS-predictions service is just an example of such
a novel support.
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